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For a connected compact real Lie group K with complexification G, we 
study the class of Cm functions on K having an analytic continuation into a 
neighborhood of K in G. The main result describes such a function in terms of its 
Fourier coefficients, showing that they have to decrease exponentially. The 
region of analyticity naturally arising from the analytic continuation of the 
Peter-Weyl expansion is shown to be a domain of holomorphy. These results 
yield as an application the Gegenbauer polynomial expansion of an analytic 
function. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider Cm complex valued functions defined on a connected 
compact real Lie group K and study their analytic continuation into a com- 
plexification G of K. Using the Peter-Weyl theorem and the theorem of highest 
weight [2] we completely describe those functions which have an analytic 
continuation to an open connected subset G, of G. 
In Section 1 we introduce notation and construct the set G, . In Section 3 we 
give a characterization of G, as a domain of holomorphy. This is accomplished 
by employing Peter-Weyl series in a manner analogous to the use of Taylor 
series in several complex variables. As a consequence of our main result (proved 
in Section 2) we recover a well-known result in classical analysis concerning 
the expansion of an analytic function in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials. 
In addition, our method proves absolute convergence for this expansion while 
the classical result only asserts uniform convergence. 
1. THE SET G, 
Let K be a connected compact real Lie group with Lie algebra f. If G is a 
connected complex Lie group containing K and having Lie algebra g = lj @ if, 
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where i = -11j2, we will call G a complexification of K. If 3i is the center of f 
then f = 3i @ f, where 1, is a semisimple Lie algebra. Let lj, be a maximal 
abelian subalgebra of f, and define a, = ilj, , a = i(3r @ hi) and exp a = A. 
Then G has the decomposition G = KAK [2]. 
Let ( , ) be any inner product in 3 = 3i @ i3, . Let Bsl be the Killing form 
of gi = 1, @ if, . If X and Y are in gi with Y = Yr + iY2 , Yj E f, , set 
(X, Y)al = -Bsl(X, Y) where y = Yi - iY2 . Further, define an inner 
product ( , ) in 3 @ I), where b = hi + zl&, by (S, + HI, S, + H2) = 
(4, S,)i + (HI, H2jg1 for all 4, S2 in 3 and Hl, H2 in Jj. If II II, II llg, and 
11 11s are the norms defined in terms of the respective inner products ( , ), 
< , h, and < , j3 , then 
II S + H II2 = II S 113” + II H II;, 
for all S in 3 and H in lj. 
For an arbitrary complex linear form h on 3 @ lj, let X, be the unique element 
in 3 @ lj satisfying A(X) = (X, , X) for all Xin 3 @ lj. 
DEFINITION 1. For E>O let a,={X~a/IlXjl<~}, A,=expa, and 
GE = KA,K. 
Suppose f is a complex valued function defined on G,. For each 6 with 0 < 
6 < E set 
If I6 = suPtlfk)l;gE Gs>. 
Let d be a root system relative to lj. Let P be the Weyl chamber of lj and let 
- {ffl >.**, 
ii- 
al} be the set of all positive roots corresponding to P. The vectors 
i ,..., HL given by Hi = 2He3/aj(H,j) form a basis for a, . If & is the Kronecker 
delta let Ai = 6,j . The A,‘s are dominant integrals and make a basis for 
a*, . There is a free basis for I’ = {S E 3r; exp S = e> so that (Si , Sj) = S,, . 
Let p1 ,..., pr be the complex valued linear forms on 3i defined by pi(Sj) = 
2?r-1)l a l&j. 
The symbol & will denote the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional 
irreducible unitary representations of K. For each T in &there is one and only 
one highest weight X corresponding to rr. A representation r in I? can be extended 
to a representation r of G having complex analytic entries. Since a r in R is 
unitary on K, the matrix n(exp X), for X in a, is diagonal and has real diagonal 
entries exp Xj(X), j = l,..., d, . As h, is the highest weight of V, the inequality 
II & jj < 11 h, 11 holds, for all j. Also, there are integers ni and nonnegative integers 
mj so that /1, = C nipi + C mjAj . If I/ r II2 = C ai2 + C mi2, we can find 
positive constants c’ and c so that c’ I/ rr 11 < I/ h, Ij < c II v II. 
The following norms will be used. Let B be an endomorphism of a Hilbert 
space of finite dimension n and norm (T. For a positive integer m define the norm 
of B by 11 B jIVA = tr(l B lm)llm where I B / is given by I B I2 = B*B and B* 
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denotes the conjugate transpose of B. Define 11 B Ilrn = sup{a(Bv); u(v) = l}. 
One has the estimate 11 B jlm < (tr(BB*))1/2 & rnliz /I B jlrn [4]. 
The normalized Haar measure on K will be denoted by dk. The Fourier 
coefficients of a functionfinL2(K) are given byf(z-) = jKf(k) r(k) dk for each r 
in l?. The Peter-Weyl theorem asserts that the seriesf(k) = C,,g d, tr(r(k)f(*)) 
converges in L2(K). 
For a detailed discussion on this subject see Wallach’s book [2]. In the rest 
of the paper we will maintain the notation established in this section. 
2. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 
In this section we present a condition under which a Cm function defined on K 
can be complex analytically extended. This condition is stated in terms of the 
decay of the Fourier coefficients of the function. In fact we show that this decay 
has to be exponential. The rate of decay is analyzed and we achieve the optimum 
rate. 
This result includes a consequence of Seeley’s theorem [7] that a Cm function 
is real analytic on K if its Fourier coefficients have an exponential decay. 
LEMMA 1. Let QT E &. If an element g in G has the form g = k,ak, with 
respect to the representation G = KAK then 11 r(g)jj, = /I r(a)l], . 
Proof. Observe that /I rr(g)lI, = sup{1 tr(T(g)U) 1; U is unitary}. The lemma 
then follows from the fact that +k,) and r(k,) are unitary. 
LEMMA 2. For y > 0 the series z,,,f dW2 exp(--y jl h, 11) converges. 
Proof. Let {T,} be an enumeration of & For a fixed s > (dim K)/2 there 
exists a natural number N such that exp(--yc 1~ n, 11) < (1 + 11 r, 112)-” for all 
n > N. By Lemma 5.6.7 in [2] the series Cn>n din(l + // rTT, I12)-s converges. 
Applying the comparison test we obtain the result. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a complex valued C” function defined on K. Let E > 0. 
Then f has a complex analytic extension into G, if and only if for each 6 with 
0 < 6 < E there is a constant C, such that /If(r)& < C, exp(--6 jl )I, iI) for each 
3-r E I?. 
Proof. For each X in a and rr in R we have 
i1 ~(exp X)lir < 
( 
d, z j=l exP(2 I hl(X’)l)~‘2 ,< 4 exp(ll 4, II II A7 1~). 
So by Lemma 1, ifg = k,ak, with a = exp X, then I/ rr(g)/I, < d, exp(lj X, IllI X 11). 
From the sufficiency hypothesis we obtain 1 tr(rr(g)f(fn))/ < 11 r(g)l/, \if(r)llm < 
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C,d,, exp((ii X Ij - 6) /j X, II). Then for all 6, satisfying I/ X Ij < S, < 6 it follows 
that Z:,,tz 4, I tr(4g)f(4)/ < CB C,,g 4,’ exp(l/ 4 II (6, - 8)). By Lemma 2 
this last series converges. Therefore F(g) = C,,,g d,, tr(n(g)f(r)) converges 
absolutely on GG, and thus uniformly on the compact subsets of G, . Con- 
sequently F is a complex analytic function on G, since n is a complex analytic 
function on G. Further F lK -= f everywhere because f is C* on K. 
To prove the necessity we recall the operator o(t) used by Beers and Dragt 
in [l]. For X in a and real t satisfying /I tX II < 6 < E set B(t) = JKL(exp(Ad(k) 
(-tX))) dk, where L is the left translation operator and Ad the edjoint repre- 
sentation of K. The operator B(t) is evaluated on the complex analytic functions 
from G, into the complex plane C. Applying o(t) to an entry function mij of v 
in Z? the following result is obtained. If k, is in K then 
B(t) nij(k,) = s nij(k exp(tX) k-lk,,) dk 
K 
= C n,,(exp(tX)) nTj(k,,) jKaiD(k) z-&k-l) dk forp, 4, r = l,..., d,, . 
By Schur’s lemma B(t) nii(kO) = m,(t) nij(kO) where 
m,(t) = (l/4) 5 flD,(expW). 
p=1 
If u and v are two complex valued functions defined on K we define their 
scalar product by (U 1 v) = SK u(k) v(k) dk. 
The operator B(t) is a self-adjoint operator and @(t)f is an analytic function 
oft. We have then that I(rrij j @(t)f)l = m,(t)l(rrij If)1 3 (l/d,) exp(X,(tX))\(nij if). 
since h, E {A1 , . . . , Ad,}. An application of the Schwartz inequality gives j (7~~~ 1 f) I < 
d,?(W)f I Wf> V2 exp(X,(-tX)). If we take X = X, and t = S/l\ h, /I we get 
I(w lf)i < di/2 If Is exd--6 II 4, II>. Furthermore IIfHk, < Cf.7-, Ih I f)l” < 
dn3 If 1: exp(-26 jl X, 11). By Lemma 2, given y with 0 < y < 6, there exists a 
positive constant C,, such that dz’2 exp(--y jl&, 11) < C,, for all v in & Therefore 
llfC& < G exp(-8 II 4 II) where G = IfI6 C, and B = 6 - Y- 
A set G, into which a Cm function on K has a complex analytic estension can 
be determined by techniques simular to those for Taylor series. In the special 
case of SU(2) the following definition and two theorems are given by Beers and 
Dragt in [l]. 
DEFIXITION 2. For CELL, r s R and 6 3 0 let a,(S) = IIf( x 
exp(li h, /! 6). Define c0 = sup{6 > 0 1 {a,,(S)>,,& is bounded}. 
THEOREM 2. The equality .Q = -1odlim sup II 364, l’l’n~‘l] hoZds where the 
limit superior is taken over all n in if as I/ A, /I + CO. 
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Proof. Suppose 6 < l a . By the definition of E,, there exists C, so that 
a,(S) < C, for all rr in k. It follows that 
and then lim sup ]]f(?~)jl~ ““‘n” < exp(4). Since this holds for all 6 < E,, we get 
log[lim sup ]l~(7r)j]~““~“] < -~a . 
Now suppose 6 > E,, . Then for any constant C we have a,(S) > C for 
infinitely many rr’s. Hence 
11 f(7c>lil,lliAn” 3 C1”‘An” exp( -8). 
This implies log[lim sup ]lf(rr)l]~“AJ] > -E,, . 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a Cm function on K. Let E,, be as in Theorem 2. Thenf 
bus a complex analytic extension into G, . 
Proof. For all 6 satisfying 0 < 6 < E,, , there exists a constant C, such that 
llfb4L < G exp(--6 II 4 II) 
for all v in k. The result now follows from Theorem 1. 
3. DOMAINS OF HOLOMORPHY 
In general to decide if an open connected subset of @” is a domain of holomor- 
phy is a rather complicated busines. One process used in classical analysis for 
this purpose deals with the analytic continuation of Taylor series. In this section 
we will use the analytic extension of Peter-Weyl series as a tool to decide if the 
set G, is a domain of holomorphy of the complex Lie group G. 
LEMMA 3. Let V be a vector space with basis (01~ ,..., a,} and 1u)rm 7. Let v be 
a vector in V with y(v) = 1. Then for each 6 > 0 we may jkd nonzero integers 
Ql ,.*.> qn such that the vector u = Cy=, qjolj satisfies ~((u/~(u)) - v) < 6. 
Proof. Observe that for any v in V there are non-zero integers b, ,..., b, such 
that the vector b = cbl bjoLj satisfies y(b - v) < Cj”=, ~(a~) = v. Now let 
44 = ((3/S) + 1)~ and choose nonzero integers ql ,..., qn such that ~(u - hv) < v 
where u = Cy-, qiaj . Therefore ~(u - q(u)v) < 2v since I h - q(u)] < v. Hence 
-q((u/~(u)) - v) < 2v/(h - V) < 6 because T(U) > h - v. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let a, be the set of all X E a having 11 X j/ = 1 and satisfying 
the condition: if X = S + H with S E isI and HE a, then aj(H) > 0 for all aj 
in rTTp . Then the set 
is dense in a2, . Here h, denotes the highest weight corresponding to r. 
Proof. Let g be a simply connected covering space of K. The Lie group l? 
has Lie algebra f. If rz and I’, are the unit lattices of R and K, respectively, 
then rg C I’, and rf is the Z span of S, ,..., S, , 2m’Hl ,..., 2rriH, where h is 
the ring of integers [2]. 
The vectors HA, ,..., HA, form a basis of a, . If H is an element in the Weyl 
chamber P or in the walls of P it can be written H = C,“=, cjHA, with cj 3 0. 
Let us take any S in & and assume that // XI] = 1 where X L S + H. By 
Lemma 3 given 6 > 0 there are integers n, ,..., n, , m, ,..., m, with the mj’s 
strictly positive so that if X = iCLl n$, + &, m,H,, then /I X-X,/II X, // I/ < 8. 
Defining fl, = & n,pLj + xi=, mj/lj gives a complex linear form on 3 @ h. 
For some integer t we claim that tA, is the highest weight of some representation 
rrs in R. Because /l,(Sj) = 2rinj and A,(2&Hj) = 2rimj for all j we have 
&(r,) C 27&Z. Since FE is a free subgroup of r, and has the same rank as r, , 
there is a set of generators ui ,..., u, and positive integers t, ,..., t,, such that 
t,u, >...> tmu, form a set of generators of r, . Therefore A8(tjuj) = 2riqj with 
qi in Z for all j. Set fls = t/l,. The linear form fls is a dominant integral on ar 
because As(Hj) = tmj is a positive integer for all j and fls(rK) C 2rri.Z. Therefore 
fls is the highest weight for some rrs in R [2] and /I X - X,s/l] XA6 jl 11 < 6. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f be the function de$ned on K by the Fourier inversion 
formula f(k) = C,,e d, exp(-•r /I I] &II) tr(r(k)). The analytic extension off in 
G, has singularities on the set {exp(cX) / X E a,}. 
Proof. The function f is CE on K [2]. As limsup(exp(--E /I & ]]))1/~1^~1~ = 
exp(-e) from Theorem 3, f has an analytic extension into G, . For any X in a, 
we havef (exp(4) 2 C,,,f 4 exp(-•E II L II) =p(UX)) since A, 6 {A1 ,..., $,t. 
Once we have fixed a highest weight A,, , then for any positive integer n, nh, 
is again a highest weight of some representation rn in R and 11 ,4,n ]I = n I] h, 11. 
By Proposition 1 there exists a highest weight /ls satisfying I] X- X,s/l] /ls j/ I/ < 6 
for any 6 > 0. Thus f (exp(eX)) > Clzhl exp(--En ]I fls 11) exp(erul”(X)). From 
the proof of Lemma 3 we get I] fls ]I < vt((3/6) + 2) where v = Ci=i jl Sj ]I + 
Cj=, /I HA. [j. Therefore A6(X) > II fls II - (vts2/2)((3/S) + 2) and finally 
f(exp(rX)) > cr=, exp((--3vt&n/2) - vtcS2n). By Fatou’s Lemma 
f(exp(4) b jJ 1’ 
?kl 
;+I- exp(-nvt&S((3/2) + S) = co 
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THEOREM 4. The set G, is a domain of holomorphy. 
Proof. Let g be any point in the boundary of G, . Then g = krak, with k, 
and k, in K and a in A, . For some S in i3r and H in ai we have exp(S + H) = a. 
We can choose a Weyl chamber P so that N.(H) > 0 for all 01 in n9 . If h, denotes 
the highest weight of m in K corresponding to P then, by Proposition 2, the 
analytic extension of 
f(k) = 1 d, exp(-•E /I A,, II) t+(k)) 
77ER 
into G, has a singularity at a. 
Define the function h on G, by the formula h(g) = f (k;lgk;l). The function 
h is complex analytic in G, and has a singularity at g. 
This result leads us to generalize the concept of Reinhardt domain and to 
define a concept of logarithmically convex set [8] for a complexification G of a 
real connected compact Lie group K. 
DEFINITION 3. A Reinhardt domain Q is an open connected subset of G 
such that if g is in Q then k,gk, is in Q for all k, and k, in K; that is, KQK C Sz. 
DEFINITION 4. Let Q C G be a Reinhardt domain. Its real representation 
inA,denotedjQ~,is{a~A/3k,,k,~Ksothatk,ak,~Q). 
DEFINITION 5. A subset Q of A is logarithmically convex (log-convex) if 
L(Q) = {log a 1 a E Q} is a bounded open convex subset of a, invariant under 
the action of the Weyl group. 
DEFINITION 6. A Reinhardt domain Sz is said to be log-convex if its real 
representation 1 Sz 1 is log-convex. 
The set G, is an example of a log-convex Reinhardt domain. We believe that 
any log-convex Reinhardt domain of G can be shown to be a domain of holo- 
morphy. 
4. APPLICATION TO A GEGENBAUNER POLYNOMIAL EXPANSION OF AN 
ANALYTIC FUNCTION 
In this section we will give an application of Theorem 1 to obtain the well- 
known result in classical analysis that any analytic function in the interior of 
an ellipse with foci fl can be represented there by a convergent series of 
Gegenbauer polynomials [5]. Actually we will achieve a result which says more 
than the classical one. We will obtain uniform absolute convergence of the series 
on the compact subsets of the ellipse while the classical result asserts uniform 
convergence on the compact subsets of the ellipse [lo]. 
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Let SO(n) denote the special orthogonal group, We will consider Cm functions 
on SO(n) which are SO(n - I)-bi-invariant. Recall that Peter-Weyl series for 
such functions reduce to a sum over the class 1 representations of SO(n). 
Let (K, M) be a symmetric pair of compact type. The symbol &, will denote 
the set of pairwise non-equivalent irreducible unitary representations of class 1. 
A representation r in l?,, , acting on a complex dimensional Hilbert space with 
scalar product ( ; ) has an M-fixed vector e,; that is, r(m) e, = e, for all in M. 
It is a consequence of the Peter-Weyl Theorem [3] that a Cm function f on K 
which is M-bi-invariant, i.e., f (m,Km,) = f (k) for all K in K and m, , ma in M, 
has the expansion 
The convergence is in the Cm sense, 4, denotes the function #,,(A) = (r(h) e,; e,) 
for all K in K, and C, = SK f (A) &,(k) dk. 
LEMMA 4. If D is the complexijcation of M then e, is a D-fixed vector for 
each v in k,, . 
Proof. Let m be the Lie algebra of M. Let d, be the differential at the identity 
of r. Then for all X in ut we have d?r(X) e, = 0 because r(m) e, = e, for all m 
in M. Therefore for all X and Y in nt we get dr(X + iY) e, = 0 and so 
r(d) e, = e, for all din D. 
Let K = SO(n) be the set of all n x n real matrices K with determinant one 
and Kt = k-l where kt denotes the transpose of k. Let M = SO(n - I) with 
n > 3. The inclusion of SO(n - 1) into SO(n) is given by m H (y t). Let R 
denote the set of matrices 
where Ine2 is the (n - 2) x (n - 2) identity matrix and rE the rotation matrix 
i 
cos e sin e 
> -sin e cos e .
It is easy to show that any matrix in K can be represented by two factors of 
matrices in M and one in R; that is, K = MRM, the real Euler angles factoriza- 
tion. 
Let e, be the column vector (O,..., 0, 1)” in @” and ( , ) the nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form of rank n given by C &vi = (([i ,..., f,), (Q ,..., 7J). 
Define the function p: G -+ @ by p(g) = (ge, , e,) where ge, denotes matrix 
multiplication. One known that (K, M) is a symmetric pair of compact type. 
In this case the function #,(k) depends only on the number p(k); in fact &,(k) = 
E,,( p(k)) [6]. If k in K is decomposed in Euler factors k = mrr,m, we can easily 
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check that p(k) = cos 0 and obtain &,(A) = E,(cos 6). The function E,,(cos 6) 
is a polynomial of a special form called a Gegenbauer polynomial [6]. For n = 3 
the Gegenbauer polynomials coincide with the Legendre polynomials. It follows 
thatf(k) depends only on the angle 8 of the element I, that is, f(K) = +(cos 0) = 
c nd$ d,C,E,(cos 0) with convergence in the mean in the interval [-1, 11. 
We need to describe the complex Euler angles factorization for an element in 
G == SO(n, C), the complex Lie group or matrices g with determinant one and 
gt = g-l. Let RC be the group of matrices 
k2 r:, 
where rc isithe complex rotation matrix 
i 
cos ( sin 5 
1 -sin .$ cos E ’ 
The complex Lie group G and Rc are the complexifications of K and R, respec- 
tively. 
LEMMA 5. There is a subset N of G, of lower dimension than G, such that each 
element of G - N can be expressed in the form dlrrd2 with dl and d, in D = 
SO(n - 1, C) and rF in Rz. 
Proof. Let I/ be the set of complex n-tuples u = (a1 ,..., z,) satisfying 
C xi2 = 1. One has Ge, = V. For g = (gij) in G we have ge, = (gi, ,..., g&” 
with x:igflp = 1. For an n-tuple in V we can construct a matrix g as follows. 
For nth column take the vector II. Complete the n - 1 columns with vectors 
% ,...7 q-i so that {ur ,..., u,-i , U} forms an orthonormal set of vectors acording 
to ( , ). Thus gt = g-l. If detg = -1 multiply, for instance, the first column 
by - 1. Therefore g is in G and ge, = u. 
We would like to show that for a given u in V there exists d in D so that 
du = reen for some complex number 6. If u = (zi ,..., a,)” choose 5 in C such 
that z, = cos I. Let v,-r be (l/sin [)(.a1 ,..., z,-r) if sin 5 # 0. Find n - 2 
vectors vu1 ,..., v,-~ in P-i such that {vr ,..., TJ,-~ . q-3 forms an orthonormal 
set according to ( , ). If d is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix having rows vi ,..., 
21 n-2 9 o,-i then the matrix d = (f :) belongs to D and du = YEen. 
Thus for g = (gij) in G with g”,, # 1 there exists d in D such that deg, = 
rEen for some complex number 8. The subgroup of G which leaves e, invariant 
is simply D. Thus r;‘dg = h with h in D. Ifgi, = 1 andgin = 0 for i = l,..., 
n - 1 then either g belongs to D or g = dlrr for some dl in D. 
Therefore almost all matrices in G are encountered in this process. The 
matrices in the set N = {(g,?) E G /g& = 1 and gi, # 0 for some i in 
u,..., n - I>} do not have a complex Euler angles factorization. Observe that N 
is a set of lower dimension than G. 
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LEMMA 6. Let rr be in I& . If g in G has complex Euler factors dIrEd2 then 
#(g) = En(cos 5). If g is in N then either y&(g) = E,(l) or 4?,(g) = E,,(-1). 
Proof. The functions &, and E, o p are complex analytic functions defined 
on G and coincide on K. By the principle of analytic continuation the functions 
E, o p and #,, coincide on the whole G. By Lemma 4 we obtain &,(g) = 
(n-(T& e,; e,) if g = dIrCdz . Thus by a previous argument #,Jg) = E,( p(r5)) = 
E,(cos 0. 
The set N is a set of lower dimension than G; therefore it has Lebesgue 
measure zero. Thus for any g in N there exists a sequence {g,} of elements in 
G - N such that g, -+ g as n + co. Since g, is in G - N, there are din and dz, 
in D and rc, in RC such that g, = dInrCndzn . Therefore #,(g,) = EJcos [,) 
which implies &(g) = limn+m E,(cos t,). But from the fact that g is in N and 
din , dz, are in D we have that lim cos E, = f 1. Thus 4&g) = E,( &I). 
Let us take K = SO(2m). Consider the abelian subalgebra aam of if consisting 
of all matrices 
, where Yj = ( -ttj $) 
with tj real. Then A,, = exp azrn is the group of all matrices 
where aj = 
( 
cosh(t,) i sinh(tj) 
-i sinh(tj) cosh(tj) 1 
and KAa,,K = S0(2m, C). For K = SO(2m + 1) we consider the subalgebra 
aam+r of if consisting of matrices (i i) with Y in a,, . Then A2nl+l = exp a2m+l 
is the group of matrices (; y) with a in A,, , and KAzm+J = SO(2m t 1, C). 
The matrix norm )/ 1)). given by the sup on the rows will be used. Recall that if 
b is any 11 x n matrix and u any n x n unitary matrix we have Ij bu /jr = /I b JJT . 
PROPOSITION 3. For a fixed yC in D the following holds: 
min(ll dIrodz lll. 1 dI, d, ED} = (I sin 5 I2 + ; cos E j2)lj2. 
Proof. Take G = SO(n, C) with n = 2m + 1. In this case we have I] dIr6d2 lll. = 
j/ d,r,h,a /II. if d, = hiah, with /zr , h, in SO(2m) and a in A,, . After some calcula- 
tions we get ]I d,r,d, ]I? 3 (I sin [ I2 + I cos 4 12)lj2 [12]. The matrices dI and d2 
were arbitrary and I/ r5 llr = (I sin 5 j2 + I cos 6 12)l12. Hence the lemma is 
proven for n odd. 
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The case n = 2m follows by the previous case observing that SO(n - 1, @) C 
SO@, a=). 
The Killing form B, on g = so(n, a=), Lie algebra of G = SO(n, a=), is given 
by B&X, Y) = (n - 2) tr(XY) for all X, Y in g. Therefore, for X in a, , 
II XII2 = (n - 2) II XII”, [91. 
LEMMA 7. Let G = SO(n, C) with n > 2. If g is in G, and g = dlrEd2 then 
j cos .$ I2 + 1 sin 5 I2 < cosh(2</(2n - 4)‘/“). 
Proof. Take g = k,ak, with k, and k, in K and a in A, . Thus a = exp Y 
for some Y in a, and II Y II < E. Therefore 2~/(2n - 4)lj2 > I tj /. The matrix 
kl is orthogonal and the inequality I/ k,a 11: < cosh(2c/(2n - 4)1/2) is obtained. 
Using Proposition 3 the lemma is proven because II rg 11: < II g 119 < I/ k,a 11: < 
cosh(2e/(2n - 4)‘/“). 
LEMMA 8. If [ is a complex number satisfrillg I cos [ I2 + / sin E I2 < 
cosh(2e/(2n - 4)1/2) with n > 2 then rs belongs to G, . 
Proof. Let E = t + 8 with t and 0 reals. If n is even the matrix rg is a 
product of the matrices 
and rg. Thus II rc llr = I/ b, // which implies (2n - 4)lj2 1 t j < E. Hence if 
where C, = (Tit ;), 
we get II Yt Ij < E implying rE E G, for exp Yt = b, . If n is odd take 
and 
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Notice that rE. = k-lh,kr, . The matrix krt is orthogonal. Thus j/ yc 11 = /I k-Q, jjr 
and we get again E > (2n - 4)1/2 ] t j. Hence if 
we have ]I X, 11 < 4 and so Y, is in G, because exp X, = h, . 
DEFINITION 7. Let E, denote the set {cos 4 / 1 cos f j2 < cosh(2e/(2n - 4)1/a) 
and 4 in C}. 
If cos 5 = x + iy the equation I cos f I2 + 1 sin 5 I2 = p describes the 
ellipse (1 + 2/p) x2 + (- 1 + 2/p) y2 = 1 having foci f 1. 
PROPOSITION 4. The function p maps G, onto E, . 
Proof. Let g E G, with z = p(g). If g = dIrEdz , by Lemma 7, z = p(g) = 
p(r& = cos 5 belongs to E, . If g is in N then p(g) = f 1 and thus x is in E, . 
If cos 5 E EC , by Lemma 8, r5 E G, and we have p(r,) = cos E E p(G,). 
THEOREM 5. Let $: [- 1, l] --+ @ be a function. Then 4 has a complex analytic 
extension into E, if and only if the function f defined on K by f (k) = $( p(k)) has a 
complex analytic extension into G, . 
Proof. If f has a complex analytic extension into G, then by Theorem 1 the 
series f(g) = &~d,C,#,(g) converges obsolutely on the compact subsets of 
G, . By Proposition 4, the function f depends only on z = p(g) in E, since 
#,,( p) = E,,( p(g)) for all g in G. Given any compact subset S of E, there exists 
a real number 6, 0 < 6 < E, so that S C i& . Again, by Proposition 4, p(GJ = 
E8 . For this reason the series f(g) = $(.a) = C,,,gd&E,(z) converges uni- 
formly absolutely on S. Hence + is a comples analytic function on E, and 
d I[-*,11 = 4. 
Conversely, if + has a complex analytic extension $ into EC the function 4. p is 
a complex analytic function in G, and 4 0 p lK = f. 
COROLLARY 1. Any complex analytic function in the interior of an ellipse 
with foci f 1 can be represented there by an absolutely convergent series of Gegenbauer 
polynomials. 
Proof. Let E be the interior of the ellipse (x2/a2) + ( y2/b2) = 1 with a2 - 
b2 = 1. Let p > 0 be a number such that (p + I)/2 = a2. Let E > 0 be a 
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number such that cosh(2</(2n - 4)li2) = p for fixed natural number n > 2. 
Then 
E = (rz E @ / / z I2 + 1 1 - z I2 < cosh(2</(2n - 4)l/7}. 
If 4: E ---f C is a complex analytic function, then by Theorem 5, 4 op is a 
complex analytic function in G, . Also, by the first part of the proof of Theorem 5, 
for all z in E and this series converges uniformly absolutely on the compact 
subsets of E. 
In Proposition 2 of [l I], Baouendi and Goulaonic make use of a technique 
based on the Legendre operator 2 = (d/&)(1 - x2)(d/&) on (- 1, 1) in order 
to characterize the real analytic functions on [- 1, 11. They show that a function 
+ in L2(- 1, 1) having Legendre p 0 ly nomial expansion fj = x:, cIP, is real 
analytic on [-1, I] if and only if the numbers 01~ = (&n 1 c1 j2)l12 decrease 
exponentially. Thus $ has a complex analytic extension into a neighborhood 
of [- 1, I] in the complex plane if the numbers OT, decrease xponentially. 
We can state a similar characterization theorem based on the theory we have 
been developing. We can describe the neighborhood into which 4 has a complex 
analytic extension. We need the following lemma to show the similarity between 
the next result and [I 1, Proposition 21. 
LEMMA 9. For jixed t > 0 let CQ = (~lln,ll~t 1 d,,C, 12)V2. Then there is a 
y > 0 such that mt < C, exp(--yt) if and only if there is a 6 > 0 such that 
G exp(--6 II A, Il)for aa II L II 3 t. 
Proof. If CQ < C,, exp(--yt) then 1 C,, j < C, exp(--yt) for all II h, II 3 t. 
Conversely, assume I C,, I < Cs exp(--6 11 h, 11) for some 6 > 0 and all jl X, Ij > t. 
Then 
at2 < G2 ,,,T>, d,2 exp(--2s II A, II>. 
n/ 
Using Lemma 2 we can find a number p > 0 such that 
for s = tc-l. 
For a fixed natural number j set & = {rr E R 1 j < Ij rr jl < j + 1). Let n be 
the infimum of all natural numbers bigger than s. Then 
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at2 < Co2 
( 
C ( j + 1)a exp(-2/3j) + na exp( -2/3s) 
jp 1 
where q is the dimension of a, . Again, by Lemma 2, there is p > 0 such that 
C exp(---2pj) + q(2ps) . 
jp 
Since s < n we have 0lt2 < CY2 exp(-2yt) where CY2 = C,2(1/(1 - 
exp(-2p)) + 1) and y = pC-l. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 4 be in L2(-1, 1). Then the series 4(z) = C,,a d,,C,E,(z) 
for all x E E, deJines a complex analytic extension of 4 to the ellipse E, if an+ only 
if for each r E R and each 8 satisfying 0 < 6 < E the inequality 1 C, 1 < 
C, exp(--6 Ij A, 11) holds. 
Proof. If 4 has a complex analytic extension 6 in E, , then by Theorem 5 
f = 6 0 p is complex analytic in G, because, by Theorem 1, f(g) = 
C,,,E~ 4GEn(P(g)) for each g in G j with the CW’s decreasing exponentially. 
Conversely, if 4 is inL2(-1, 1) the function f = 4 0 p is inL2(K). Thus f (K) = 
~,,~d,,C,J?,(p(k)) for all k in K. Since the CT’s decrease exponentially the 
function f is Cm on K and so, by Theorem 1, f has a complex analytic extension 
into G, . Therefore, by Theorem 5, $ has a complex analytic extension into E, . 
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